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Abstract 

 
In these days of digital money, credit cards, bit coins and mobile wallets, the implementation of e-commerce websites has 

become quite common. Many hospitals, hotels, payment desks require a platform to accept payments and view the reports of the 

sales. To build and maintain such custom developed platform to particular firm it costs quite high. In order to ease such 

businesses of those firms, we propose a cloud based closed loop payment system. This also enables to implement mobile and 

desktop payment which gives additional payment solutions like NFC etc., 

 

Keywords: technology compatible, multi-firm single platform, elastic cloud computing 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A single window payment website which is a digital commerce website helps merchants like local stores, hotels, 

hospitals etc., to sell their products to the customers. In this total scenario, the firm buys a website which sells the 

products from which it get some stack from the merchants. 

 

 Designing and developing such a website and listing the products online and updating the products is not a cake 

walk. It is uneconomical; to overcome this extra cost burden we are implementing a single website which has 

different portals for different roles for many firms as a service. Using this e-commerce platform, a firm can have it 

e-commerce website, in which a firm can add its branches as merchants. 

 

 A firm can create it using different technologies in the existing software industry like .net, PHP, java, angular etc., 

A firm can also use different applications on Desktop(Windows, Mac or Linux) and mobile(Andriod, iOS) by using 

the API. 

 

Each firm is the website operator eventually. It creates members such as merchants, subscribers and distributors.  
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After creation of member, a login mail is send to the respective member. A member creation is done at different 

levels depending upon the hierarchy. This cloud based closed loop system has different terminology with a 

hierarchy. The next section discusses about the terminology and hierarchical details. 

 

II. Terminology and Hierarchy 

 
 

Figure 1: Hierarchy of the members 

 

III. Architecture 

 
The designed website is given access to the firm when requires this service and the respective firm can give access 

to members belonged to that firm. With this platform the firm can sell it products in that level or it can sell through 

the portals less than that level. This website contains an API layer, Business layer, Data Layer and UI Layer. 

 

The firm and respective merchants can build their mobile and desktop applications for the payment by interacting 

with the API layer. The response from the API can be in JSON or XML formats, both these formats are supported 

by the platform. 

 

 
Figure 2: Architecture of the layers 
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IV. Execution 

 
The single window website, desktop and mobile applications interact with API layer. In API layer we used a 

Representation State Transfer which is stateless design, data transfer can be done in any of the JSON or XML 

format, works based on http protocol and accepts request from numerous types of platforms.  

 

Different portals are maintained depending upon the role of the member. 

 

A. Firm Portal: The person who owns the firm or the authorized person maintains this portal and the main 

operations performed here are adding merchants i.e., the branches of the firm.  

B. Merchant Portal: The authorized person in the branch level maintains the portal and the operations like 

adding customer and recharging amount to the customer, adding distributors are performed here. 

C. Distributor Portal: The merchant i.e., the branch authorized person creates some recharge points in order to 

recharge amount to the customers NFC card. 

D. Customer Portal: The customer is the subscriber who purchases products from the merchant, this portal 

provide the features like to check the transactions he did and to find the amount he had in the NFC account. 

 

Here is the example reply from the API in the JSON format after requesting from the website. 

Example in JSON format: 

 

{"success":true,"total":6,"data":[{"email":"rajeshwarj@gmail.com","contactNumber":"9010533696","restriction":"

NONE","lockState":"NONE","addressRow":{"line1":"ESI","line2":"","city":"Hyderabad","state":"Telangana","cou

ntry":"India","id":879},"name":"Rajeshwar","id":1648},{"email":"ranjith9@yopmail.com","contactNumber":"6347

540008","restriction":"NONE","lockState":"NONE","addressRow":{"postalCode":"500079","line1":"sec 

1","line2":"","city":"HYD","state":"TS","country":"IND","id":864},"name":"Ranjith","id":1636}],"error":false} 

 

This data can then be processed using any of the technologies like Windows, Linux, Android or iOS. 
 

V. Features 

 
Proposed single window platform has following features. 

 

A. Compatible Platform: Ease of building the website required for the firm which is compatible with different 

technologies as discussed. 

 

B. Add-Ons: Depending upon the requirements, different services can be provided. 

 

C. Reliability. 

 

D. Security: Build using the Spring security and has a secured key for all the levels for access and encrypting 

passwords. 

 

E. Parallel Distribution: platform can be distributed and can access in parallel which reduces some failures.  

 

F. NFC. 

 

G. Loyalty Services if firms are providing. 

 

H. Coupon Services if firms are providing. 
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VI. Conclusion  

 
To reduce the e-commerce website cost and provide effective website without compromising any of the services and 

features. Ease in maintaining the data is also our main objective. 
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